
Scan smarter  
with smart devices

A+W Smart Companion

The bar code scanner has long since es-
tablished itself as an indispensable tool in 
the flat glass industry. From goods receipt 
in the warehouse to status registration in 
production to delivery confirmation; data is 
recorded via bar code scanning and trans-
mitted to ERP and production systems.

However, the industrial scanner as we know 
it is quickly becoming obsolete. Smart devic-
es equipped with the A+W Smart Companion 
app, great computing power, and outstand-
ing graphics algorithms will soon replace it. 
A+W Smart Companion assists users along 
the entire value-creation chain, contributing 
to its digitalization and saving time and 
money, for processes become more flexible.

The hardware can be any modern smart-
phone or the TC20 smart device from Zebra. 
In addition to all the features that distinguish 
a smartphone, it also has a hardware-sup-
ported bar code scanner. The app works on 
Android and iOS devices.

A+W Smart Companion can scan several bar 
codes at once, e. g. edge compound labels 
on a rack, which saves a lot of time. Work is 
more productive and there are fewer errors. 
And A+W Smart Companion can be used 
not only as a bar code scanner, but also as 
a mobile info terminal. Employees can use 
it to display the locations of order compo-
nents and the content of racks since com-
munication becomes bidirectional. Thanks 
to the display of data on-site, employees 
have to run around less, so they do less 
unproductive work. 

The production employees’ bookings are 
available online in A+W Production for fur-
ther processing. Therefore, planning with 
real-time data is also possible in shipping.
If an employee isn’t connected to the net-
work, data is recorded securely in offline 
mode. As soon as there is a connection, 
data is transferred automatically.

The current version is the production mod-
ule of A+W Smart Companion. In the future, 
there will be variants for different areas 
such as the warehouse and shipping. A+W 
Smart Companion represents a completely 
new product generation, which, like other 
current A+W solutions, was designed with 
mobile application in mind.

Your benefits:

 ⋅ Scan, inform, evaluate – securely  
and efficiently

 ⋅ Use on mobile, user-friendly devices 
 ⋅ No learning required – familiar 

hardware that everybody uses  
every day

 ⋅ Runs under iOS and Android
 ⋅ Depending on requirements, can  

be used on different smart devices 
 ⋅ Scanning of several bar codes in 

continuous mode
 ⋅ Easier work for employees –  

higher productivity

Watch in the video how
Saint-Gobain Glassolutions uses 
the A+W Smart Companion.
Simply scan the QR code!
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Software for Glass, Windows & Doors

A+W Software GmbH
Am Pfahlgraben 4 – 10
35415 Pohlheim
Germany
Phone +49 6404 2051 0
Fax +49 6404 2051 877
 info@a-w.com
www.a-w.com 

A+W – over 40 years of global market leadership in software for the flat-glass, windows 
and doors industry – for small, medium-sized and enterprise companies.

Our long-term experience is your benefit.

A+W – Your Trusted Advisor
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